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Obligation 4
Mate to multiply and start own family !
For specie survival humans are to mate and multiply.
C.G. belief that mating and multiplying is part of a
steady relationship of a He and a She (Holy Matrimony Contract). Mating, multiplying outside ‘Holy
Matrimony’ is, 'Trashy', immoral degrading, He and She. It is a bad
example to children. It makes a community look immoral, bad. Being
‘Trashy’ ends. Trashy people are shunned and shamed!
Child molester (paedophile), same gender (homosexual) confused gender (transgender) cannot enter a ‘Holy Matrimony’ contract. Because of
their sexual disability and their unnatural mating. Oral mating (homosexual depravity). Anal mating (homosexual rape). These sexual disability are quarantined to protect the afflicted and children. A normal He
will feel anger, disgust and sometimes violence towards these sexual disability afflicted. Child molester, same gender, confused gender handling
children are child molesting, a crime: MS R7
Any He wanting to anal or oral mate with She is a filthy disgusting pervert. She dumps He. A married She gets a divorce. Forced anal or oral
mating is rape, a crime: MS R4. Forced vaginal mating is rape, a crime:
MS R4. She becomes pregnant: MS R5. A rape pregnancy is no excuse
to have an abortion. It’s not the unborn’s fault, it should not be killed!
Finding a mate. Pagans (Christianity..) look for love. Mate for lust being
trashy. Many never find a mate to multiply with. Capitalist's mate to be
trashy and sometimes to increase wealth and or influence. Many cultures have parents deciding. Non of these are in the best interest of a
community.
Custodian guardian have the Provincial Government decide during 'CE'
(Community Emergency service) who enters a 'Holy Matrimony' contract (HMc). Every 17 year She and every 18 year He attend, CE. During
CE everyone is assessed on how they can be most useful to the Tribe.
Mating, multiplying is best when He, She are young.
During CE every young She and He are evaluated (emotionally, mentally, physically) on their ability to mate. 'CE' decides on certain variables'
who is suitable to enter a ‘HMc’. Variables: Emotionally, mentally, physically fit; Provincial diversity; racial integrity.
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The main purpose for living (specie survival) is to mate, multiply and
start a family. Failing to do so is living a failed life. Unacceptable to 1
God and to the community. Specie survival, starting a family are a He
and She must.
She, He that physically are unable to multiply become 'Foster parents'.
They enter a 'Holy Matrimony' Contract. 'CE' supplies the 'Children'.
Custodian guardian families raise their children with community help. A 'C.G.' mother attends 'SmeC (Shire medical education Complex)'. She attends 'SmeC' 6 days a week
until the youngest child leaves 'SmeC' (see Shire).
Celebrate
2.1.7
Blossom day
NAtm: C.G. Kalender
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